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powersports industry since , so you can rest assured that we have your back when it comes to
bringing you the best Yamaha CT1 Enduro products. We want to hear from you! Sign Up!
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Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy I'd like to unsubscribe. Make Yamaha. Up for sale today is the last
of my collection of Yamaha Dt Enduro's and the prize of my vintage collection, as far as I am
concerned. I bought it, along with several others years ago before they were sold off by another
collector and heading for Yamaha Museum in California. This is as close to new condition you
will ever see again, with no surprises. Runs perfect. I ride it a few miles a month around my
neighborhood and makes people stop in their tracks. I have put almost all the miles on it myself,
very carefully and they are not a factor in its condition, it is like new. All original, not restored,
they are not as good. Kept in climate controlled environment, all rubber, seat etc. Check my
feedback for other bikes I sold throughout the years, people are surprised when the get them. I
had 27 at one time and this is the last and was my favorite because I was a poor kid and used to
dream about having this bike but we could never afford one. Now its just been mainly for
admiring and was very hard to decide to sell it. You will never see another like this. Clear title.
Matching s on frame and motor. New oem tires. No negotiations, its worth more than I'm asking
and only appreciates in value. I just took these pics for this auction with my iphone, but I have
hundreds of pictures, of all my bikes and included a few of some of my others I had, all sold
now except this one. I am selling everything because I am going to travel the last years of my
life. I have truly enjoyed collecting bikes, but time to move on. Can't think of anything else right
now. This is cheap for this bike, I think its worth twice this much so don't miss it, hit that button
before someone else does! Thanks, Dave. I am selling my Yamaha Enduro DT Time to make
room and purge some of the toys. This bike runs fantastic. You remember that 2 stroke sound
from the 70's? Brand new clutch kit and cable. No other modifications. All lights work and is
street legal. These bikes are getting harder to find every year. This bike is in good condition.
Small ding in the tank and the seat is starting to tear. It is garage kept!!! Model We recently
obtained these two Yamaha Bikes at an Estate Sale and are offering them together for a group
sale. The first bike is a Red Torque Induction It runs great, shifts great, and has only Miles.
Overall the bike is in good condition. It has it's natural wear from usage but would make a great
bike if you choose to do an overall restoration. It comes with a Clear PA Title. If you wish to do
any possible research info, the serial number is CT The second bike is a Blue Enduro It also
runs great and shifts great. This bike has only Miles on it. It also has some natural wear on it.
The seat does have a sewn brown canvas type patch on the seat. It comes with a Clear PA title.
Serial number is Please know that we have no professional experience with Motorcycles nor do
we profess to know everything there is about Motorcycles. We have enough knowledge to share
them with someone who desires to own these and has a passion for Motorcycles. These are for

pickup only at our Pennsylvania location. If a potential buyer makes arrangements for shipping
and we can assist in some form, we would consider that. Just so you know we will not handle or
setup for shipping. Many of our items come directly from Estate Sales and sold just as we
receive them. Payment is expected within hours of auction end. We reserve the right to cancel
bids for those with Zero or excessive negative Feedback. Please note that we do our very best
to describe each listing. We want you to be happy with your purchase so PLEASE preview all
the pictures and ask any questions prior to bidding should you have any. Thank you for
considering our item for bidding. I completely dissembled the engine and reassembled it to
make sure everything was good. I am a professional motorcycle builder so I decided to modify
the engine to look completely stock but run like a hotrod. The bike stock is about 15HP this one
is more like 20HP. Rev's out higher and quicker and pulls strong throughout the entire RPM
range. Engine modifications; -Professionally ported cylinder -Reworked milled head -Oversize
reed block Yamaha Banshee mm Mikuni Carburetor looks like stock 2mm larger -Modified
exhaust system For more RPM's -Modified silencer more free flowing -First oversize Yamaha
piston Please ask all Questions before bidding. I can ship this Motorcycle through Forward Air
Freight. Shipping cost are the responsibility of the buyer. For Just that same Reason But, I have
not spent any time to figure out if the lights are working etc. Booth At This Show Alone!!!!
Included with This Wonderful Bike If you just want to Vintage Race this bike Again, YES! DMV
"Transfer of Ownership" is all you will need. To my eye I think She looks Great! Also, brake
levers etc etc are still in overall Nice Condition! Make No Mistake this Baby Think About it , if
You pass this Baby Up ALL Negotiable Funds must be received within 3 days of close of
auction. You will be in default of this auction. Seller reserves the right to the close of this
auction at his discretion prior to the end of this auction. Like all real auctions all sales are final.
Like most any used item terms of sale are of course, AS IS with no implied or expressed
warranties. All forms of payment must be Proven "Cleared" by my bank before this Wonderful
Bike can leave my homes garage. Hi, Everyone I Have had a lot of emails this morning asking
me about Shipping Quotes I would get as many Quotes as possible Otherwise, you will pay Way
Too Much I would try Uship. To do this properly, Get as Many Competitive Rates as you can so
you will know when a fair rate presents it'self You need to get the quotes yourself IE you will
need to get your own quotes for shipping, I believe ebay my have a shipping service for
vehicles Leave this area to go to the Entire rest of the Country Please feel free to contact me if
you have any questions. Please email us. You are bidding on my original matching numbers
Yamaha IT Frame: 2W Engine: 2WThis bike starts and runs and rides good. It has been gone
through to make sure everything works and runs right. These bikes were not sold as street
bikes back in here in Michigan and hence they were not sold with titles, so, I can provide you a
Notarized Bill of Sale. Model YZ. It runs and rides very nice. The motor sounds good, shifts as it
should and starts easy. The suspension is Firm and feels good. This is a very nice woods bike.
The power is very smooth and the bike is very agile. This bike is a great Vintage model for all
rider abilities. The headlight and taillight both work. Speedo and trip set work as well. The bike
is very Original. The only part that has been painted is the Exhaust pipe. The exhaust springs
were a little loose. I replaced them and painted the pipe as well. The kill switch broke at one
point and a poor replacement was taped on. I do have a new Yamaha style kill button that will go
with the bike. Also the lever on the petcock broke, you have to use pillars to turn the gas on and
off. It could use a new front tire, the front has some cracks. Please ask any questions if you
need to. Its seems it is hard to find Vintage Enduros in good condition like this IT. Most of these
ridable CC displacement Enduros were ridden very hard and look it. This one does not.
Attention: This Auction will end on Sat. So bid early and dont miss out. No exceptions. This
Bike is located in Rochester NY. He is a great guy and priced very fair. Please call him for a
Quote. Model DT Awesome vintage off-road trail blazing street machine! This bike rocks, the
end! Bike starts on first or second kick, runs great, goes down the road beautifully, and did I
mention it rocks!? Make no mistake, even though it looks good, this bike has been ridden and
shows a little wear. But it also looks like it was put in storage 20 years ago waiting for you to
take her out and rip some trails. Please look at all pictures to evaluate condition for yourself and
while you're doing that picture yourself on this bad-boy, boom-box in hand, blaring Lynyrd
Skynyrd! I in no way condone driving a motorcycle while listing to a boom-box. Do not try that
at home! Oh yeah, do yourself a favor and practice smiling and giving the motorcycle head nod
to people giving you a thumbs-up when you ride past them on this vintage bike. For sell is a ?
Frame number match engine number, this bike is made in japan,No Title. Frame number match
engine number, this bike is made in japan,No Title contact I'm looking to get a larger bike, other
than that I would keep it. Street Legal plates expire in June , New tires. Grants Pass, OR. Fort
Rice, ND. Memphis, TN. Waterford, MI. Cripple Creek, CO. Rock Springs, WY. Bucksport, ME.
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account to join the conversation. MORGAN wrote: I anybody on here could steer me in the right
direction for parts for a Ct1 Yamaha please as new to the group and just starting my second
restoration any help would be appreciated all the best Rich. Home Mobile Login Quick
Registration. About Us. Logo Shop Donate Today. Please consider joining our community! Log
in Username. Remember me. Log in Forgot your password? Forgot your username? Create an
account. CT1 Start Prev 1 Next End 1. I anybody on here could steer me in the right direction for
parts for a Ct1 Yamaha please as new to the group and just starting my second restoration any
help would be appreciated all the best Rich. Replied by RustiePyles on topic CT1 What parts are
you looking for? A lot of the various venders are somewhat specific in the category of parts
they sell. These are not the only vendors by any means. The following user s Liked this Post:
Rick C. Replied by Pap on topic CT1 Check out speedandsportinc. Replied by MarkT on topic
CT1 Very similar but there were a few fairly major changes with the 72 CT2. Replied by
Gr8uncleal on topic CT1 MORGAN wrote: I anybody on here could steer me in the right direction
for parts for a Ct1 Yamaha please as new to the group and just starting my second restoration
any help would be appreciated all the best Rich from the UK Rich. What part of the world are
you in? My first port of call when researching parts is CMSNL, mainly because a they are in
Europe and b they have a good photo library. CMSNL, Partzilla etc will usually show which other
Yamaha models used the same part and I would also recommend researching what your part
looks like first - you can search this forum, CMSNL, fleabay and the
haynes manual ford focus 2008
nissan quest trunk
reliant scimitar spares
internet in general for photos. There are a lot of incorrectly listed items on fleabay - not usually
anything malicious, more a case of a seller not knowing what they were originally fitted to or, if
a new part, being taken out of one box and put back in another. Have you checked the VIN yet?
The earlier models had the key switch on the side of the frame and the later models had the key
up between the gauges I probably have either bracket and maybe some "usable" gauges Can
you post pictures of your bike and what it's missing? That would help too. Hi Mark hope your
well mate yes i will sort the vin number is it this Mark CT sorry mate as new to me this were are
you based Mark much appreciated Rich. Hey Morgan, looks like you've got a CT1. It's great for
identifying part numbers and seeing what other models the parts fit. You can always check with
guys on the forum before ordering, I did yesterday before ordering a lighting coil. Good luck
and don't forget to post pictures of your bike.

